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Sex ratios and the city:
Secondary offspring sex ratios,
parental corticosterone, and
parental body condition in an
urban-adapted bird
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Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw,
GA, United States

The Trivers–Willard hypothesis states that mothers should adjust their

offspring sex ratio according to their own condition and the environment

they face during breeding. Past tests of this hypothesis have focused on

how natural variation in weather, food availability, or predation pressure

shapes sex allocation trade-offs. However, anthropogenic activities, such as

urbanization, can alter all of the above characteristics presenting animals with

novel challenges in optimizing their brood sex ratio. Previous research has

examined how urban living influences individual body condition in several

bird taxa, but few have explored subsequent impacts on secondary offspring

sex ratio. One likely mediator of the link between environmental conditions,

parental condition, and sex ratios is corticosterone (CORT), the primary

glucocorticoid in birds. Research on CORT’s influence on sex ratios has

focused solely on maternal CORT. However, for species with biparental care,

paternal CORT or the similarity of maternal and paternal phenotypes may

also help ensure that offspring demand matches parental care quality. To

test these hypotheses, we explore offspring secondary sex ratios in European

starlings (Sturnus vulgaris). We did not find an effect of site or parental body

condition on the production of the more costly sex (males). Instead, we

found preliminary evidence suggesting that the similarity of maternal and

paternal CORT levels within a breeding pair may increase the likelihood of

successfully fledging sons. Maternal and paternal CORT were not significant

predictors of secondary sex ratio, suggesting that parental similarity, rather

than parental CORT alone, could play a role in shaping secondary offspring

sex ratios, but additional work is needed to support this pattern. Starlings

are considered an urban-adapted species, making them a compelling model

for future studies of the relationship between urbanization, parental body

condition, and sex ratios.
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Introduction

The study of sex allocation theory is a complex field that
has evolved as our understanding of evolutionary ecology
has improved. Fisher’s equal allocation theory (Fisher, 1930)
suggests that parents should invest equally in the sexes to
gain the largest fitness advantage; it assumes males and
females contribute equally to the next generation because
every offspring has one mother and one father. However,
if one sex is more costly than the other to produce or
raise, the observed population ratio can shift from equal
production to equal investment in both sexes. Therefore,
parents should invest more in the less costly sex to ensure
that overall resource investment is equal between the sexes
(Fisher, 1930). Trivers and Willard (1973) expanded this idea
after noting that mothers can adjust the sex of their offspring
in response to environmental conditions to improve their
fitness through increased survival and future reproduction.
The costs and benefits of producing each of the sexes can
fluctuate under different environmental conditions, leading
parents to favor one sex over the other depending on their
current environment and intrinsic condition. When mothers
are in poor condition (e.g., with poor body condition or
facing low food availability), they should invest in the less
costly sex, and when they are in better condition, they
should invest in the more costly sex (Trivers and Willard,
1973). This change in investment can arise through changes
in parental care behavior (Nager et al., 1999; Rubenstein,
2007). This adaptive sex allocation—or bet-hedging—could
lead to biased offspring sex ratios within a brood based on
the conditions at the time of breeding. However, these biases
should cancel out at the population level and through time
(Trivers and Willard, 1973).

Many different environmental conditions can affect
individual condition—including weather, food availability
and quality, disturbance frequency, or predator density—and
shape offspring sex ratios. For example, common grackles
(Quiscalus quiscula) bias the sex ratio of their broods toward
the less expensive sex early in the season when they experience
harsher weather and reduced food availability (Howe, 1977).
Lesser spotted eagles (Aquila pomarina) favor the more
expensive sex in years with increased prey availability
and rainfall (Väli, 2012). In addition to the environmental
variation that organisms have experienced throughout their
evolutionary histories, recent anthropogenic change has
drastically altered the availability of resources for organisms
worldwide. Increased human population density on nearly
all continents has led to altered environmental conditions in
urban environments compared to rural ones that organisms
face (Seress and Liker, 2015). Urban areas are higher in
chemical, noise, and light pollution (Shanahan et al., 2013;
Seress and Liker, 2015), which can negatively affect the

health and behavior of organisms (Pickett et al., 2011; Gil
and Brumm, 2013; Deviche and Davies, 2014; Visser and
Spoelstra, 2014; Seress and Liker, 2015). Urban environments
may also have altered meteorological conditions—including
increased precipitation and higher temperatures through the
urban heat island effect (Berry, 2008; Pickett et al., 2011).
In some avian species, the urban heat island effect is linked
with increased overwinter survival and improved post-winter
body condition (Seress and Liker, 2015). Urban environments
may also have altered food availability through a decline in
insect prey (Boyes et al., 2021) and supplemental seed and
suet at feeders.

The effects of urbanization on animal condition are
complex; for example, birds consuming human foods and
refuse may have nutritionally poorer diets (Ottoni et al.,
2009). In contrast, feeders can improve the nutritional
condition of wintering birds and increase adult body mass
and survival (Amrhein, 2013), but they also increase the
spread of infectious diseases and reduce nestling body mass
and survival (Ottoni et al., 2009; Seress and Liker, 2015).
The impact of urbanization on parental body condition
has been inconsistent. While some studies find a positive
relationship between urbanization and parental body mass
(Auman et al., 2008), others find a negative impact of city
living on body mass (Liker et al., 2008; Strubbe et al., 2020)
or no impact of urban life on adult body condition at
all (Bókony et al., 2012; Foltz et al., 2015; Meillère et al.,
2015). Overall, the impact of urbanization on wildlife is
context-dependent but often acts through altered behavior
and physiological changes to affect an individual’s health and
condition (Murray et al., 2019).

Urban-adapted avian species have emerged as common
and excellent models to understand the impacts of
urbanization on adult condition and possible impacts
on offspring sex ratios. It is relatively easy to track their
breeding activity and success, and they cover a wide
range of habitats. Female birds are the heterogametic
sex and can manipulate the primary or embryonic sex
ratio (Navara, 2013). Furthermore, birds represent a wide
variety of mating systems, levels of parental care, and—
as they are oviparous—provide opportunities to study
if and when sex ratio biases occur and how the timing
of changes in parental body condition or environmental
predictability will affect secondary or fledging sex ratios
(Love and Williams, 2008).

A few studies have explored sex ratios in urbanized areas.
Rejt et al. (2005) found that the egg or primary sex ratio
of urban common kestrels (Falco tinnunculus) did not differ
from the expected 50:50 ratio and that chick mortality did not
significantly affect the secondary sex ratio. However, kestrels
from more rural areas produced broods that were significantly
male-biased compared to the broods of their more urban
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counterparts (Rejt et al., 2005). Other studies have found female-
biased sex ratios in urban habitats but no bias in rural habitats
and no effect of parental body condition (Bonderud et al., 2017).
However, the relationship remains equivocal as a more recent
study by Ágh et al. (2020) found that the brood sex ratio of
great tits (Parus major) did not differ between urban and rural
forest habitats.

Glucocorticoids are a possible link between environmental
conditions, an animal’s body condition, and offspring sex ratios.
In birds, corticosterone (CORT) is the primary glucocorticoid.
One of this hormone’s primary functions is metabolic regulation.
Baseline CORT maintains homeostasis, links an organism’s
external and internal environments, manages energy allocation,
and mediates trade-offs between investment in reproduction
and survival (Sapolsky et al., 2000; Landys et al., 2006; Patterson
et al., 2014). If urban environments are more energetically
challenging to inhabit and lead to lower body condition, it is
possible that baseline CORT concentrations may be modified
to assist in coping with these demands. A meta-analysis by
Dantzer et al. (2014) found that glucocorticoids increased with
human disturbance across taxa. However, the relationships and
interactions between urbanization, CORT, and body condition
vary widely in avian species. A recent meta-analysis suggests
that the relationship between CORT and urbanization in birds
and reptiles is inconsistent and may depend on life-history
stage and how tolerant species are to urban conditions (Injaian
et al., 2020). As a result, the links between urbanization,
CORT, parental body condition, and offspring sex ratios in
birds remain unclear (Rejt et al., 2005; Bókony et al., 2012;
Bonier, 2012; Foltz et al., 2015; Bonderud et al., 2017; Ágh
et al., 2020; Iglesias-Carrasco et al., 2020; Strubbe et al.,
2020).

In birds, maternal body condition and CORT can affect
both the primary—the one a mother lays—and secondary sex
ratio—the ratio of males to females in the offspring that survive
to fledge. Mothers are thought to bias their primary sex ratio
through CORT and other steroid hormones deposited into
the yolk and albumen of the egg (Schwabl, 1993; Engelhardt
and Groothuis, 2005; Downing and Bryden, 2008; Navara and
Pinson, 2010). Maternal CORT can also significantly impact
embryo and nestling development and survival after laying to
alter the secondary sex ratio and match offspring needs with
maternal care quality (Hayward and Wingfield, 2004; Rubolini
et al., 2005; Saino et al., 2005; Schoech et al., 2011; Bowers
et al., 2016; Strange et al., 2016; Tilgar et al., 2016; Parolini
et al., 2019). Elevated maternal CORT can cause primary sex
ratio biases within a season (Love et al., 2005; Bonier et al.,
2007), but the relationship between secondary sex ratios and
maternal CORT is more complicated (Riechert et al., 2013;
Henderson et al., 2014). Elevated CORT has been related
to female-biased secondary sex ratios and to smaller sons
with reduced growth rates and immune response in European
starlings (Sturnus vulgaris), where males are the slightly larger

and more costly sex (Love et al., 2005; Love and Williams, 2008).
It seems that if mothers have elevated CORT while laying, it
can result in a brood with one sex that is predisposed to a
higher and more rapid rate of mortality through physiological
or behavioral changes. This sex-biased mortality leads to a
sex ratio that better matches the mother’s ability to invest
in her offspring and improves her fitness by allowing her to
preserve resources and energy for her own survival (Love and
Williams, 2008). Despite the role that biased secondary sex
ratios may play in improving a mother’s future fitness, we
understand less about how maternal body condition and CORT
shape adaptive changes in the secondary sex ratios relative to
primary sex ratios.

For species that show biparental care, maternal body
condition or CORT is not the only factor likely to influence
differential offspring mortality and the secondary sex ratio;
paternal body condition too may play a role in determining
sex ratios. However, few studies have considered paternal
CORT’s effect on nestling care and chick quality, and
none have evaluated the impact on secondary sex ratios.
As a result, the relationship between elevated baseline
CORT and male provisioning is unclear (Lynn, 2016).
In house sparrows (Passer domesticus), there is a positive
correlation between paternal baseline CORT during breeding
and the number of offspring fledged. Also, a negative
correlation exists between stress-induced CORT and nestling
provisioning in fathers (Ouyang et al., 2011). A recent
study on common terns supported a similar relationship:
males with moderately increased baseline CORT were more
active, demonstrated higher foraging effort, and increased
nestling attendance (Riechert and Becker, 2017). They
also found that more parental attendance during nestling
provisioning led to increased fledging success (Riechert
and Becker, 2017). Nevertheless, we know little about
the role of paternal body condition or CORT in shaping
secondary sex ratios.

An additional and little-researched relationship we should
consider in species with biparental care is how the similarity of
maternal and paternal body condition and CORT may impact
reproductive success. We are only aware of one study on
this topic (Ouyang et al., 2014) that showed that similarity in
baseline CORT in pairs of great tits increased their breeding
success and was related to pair bond longevity. Previous research
in this system has demonstrated that baseline CORT levels
are positively related to parental care and effort (Ouyang
et al., 2013). As a result, pairs with similarly high or low
CORT levels should have similar levels of investment. Ouyang
et al. (2014) also found that the difference in baseline CORT
was positively related to the difference in feeding rate. This
finding supports the possibility that parents with similar levels
of investment may be able to coordinate their care better
and reduce sexual conflict between the parents (Baldan and
Van Loon, 2022). This increased coordination should lead to
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increased synchronicity—regardless of whether CORT levels
are similarly high or low—and higher provisioning rates
(Bebbington and Hatchwell, 2016), thus increasing fledging
success. Pairs also became more similar over time, and more
similar pairs, whether with high or low CORT levels, were
also more likely to stay together during and after the breeding
season (Ouyang et al., 2014). Researchers have also related
pair bond longevity to increased hatching and fledging success
(Sánchez-Macouzet et al., 2014). However, the directionality
and nature of the relationship between hormonal similarity,
pair bond longevity, and reproductive success are unclear. The
analysis of similarity is relatively novel and has previously
been measured as a continuous index, but there may also be
a threshold of similarity that parents must maintain to avoid
brood reduction through nestling mortality. Nevertheless, it
seems that parental similarity in CORT may affect nestling
care and survival; thus, it could also affect the secondary
sex ratio; but we are unsure of the effect similarity in
parental body condition may have on offspring survival.
If CORT is related to body condition, it may follow a
similar pattern.

Here, we explore how maternal body condition and
CORT, paternal body condition and CORT, and similarity
among parents in body condition and CORT shape secondary
sex ratios in an urban-adapted bird—the European starling.
This species shows biparental care, where both mothers and
fathers will brood and provision their young. In addition,
this species shows size dimorphism where males are larger
than females (Cabe, 2020), so sons may be the costlier sex
to raise. Despite this cost, sons also have higher reproductive
potential (i.e., greater variance in fitness) than females—as
they can have multiple female mates or extra-pair paternity—
making high-quality sons a preferred investment to increase
parental fitness (Smith and Von Schantz, 1993). We would
thus expect broods with a secondary sex ratio that is
female-biased when parents are in poor body condition.
Otherwise, the ratio should be unbiased or male-biased.
We seek to address the following questions with our work:
(1) Do starlings vary their secondary sex ratio between an
urban site and a rural site? (2) Do maternal or paternal
body condition and/or CORT levels shape differences in
the secondary sex ratio of broods? (3) Is the similarity of
paternal and maternal body condition and/or CORT reflected
in the sex ratio of the brood? Due to the changes in
parental condition associated with urban living, we predict
that urban parents would fledge a higher proportion of
offspring that are daughters than rural ones. We also predict
that there would be a positive correlation between maternal
or paternal CORT and the proportion of offspring that are
daughters and a negative correlation with maternal or paternal
body condition regardless of habitat. Finally, we expect that
pairs that are more similar in their body condition and/or
CORT would fledge a lower proportion of offspring that

are daughters. By integrating physiological mechanisms with
ultimate changes in brood sex ratios, we hope to add to
our understanding of the impacts of urbanization on avian
species and learn how this urban adapter flourishes under
anthropogenic conditions.

Materials and methods

Study system

European starlings are an urban-adapted species commonly
found across a gradient of urbanized and rural areas (Blair,
1996). They are secondary cavity nesters and readily breed in
nest boxes, traffic lights, stadium lights, and tree cavities (Cabe,
2020), making them an excellent study species for this work. We
monitored breeding starlings at two study sites, one in an urban
habitat and one in a rural habitat. The urban site is a small farm
located in the midst of a metro-Atlanta suburb with over 950
people per square kilometer (Acworth, GA, United States). The
distance to the nearest restaurant is <1 km, and the distance
to the nearest highway is < 0.25 km (i.e., within the home
range of a starling). Paved and built structures surround it, with
some vegetation throughout, and the site experiences relatively
high human disturbance. The rural site is located at a farm
surrounded by fields and vegetation, with a few houses and roads
dispersed throughout (Taylorsville, GA, United States). The
population density at the rural site is below 60 people per square
kilometer, the distance to the nearest restaurant is > 16 km,
and the distance to the nearest highway is > 3 km. The sites
make a strong comparison because both are farm properties,
but they differ primarily in the degree of urbanization within
the breeding home range of a starling.

In addition to the qualitative differences in the study sites
described above, the level of urbanization at each site was
quantified using a semi-automated imaging processing software
called ‘UrbanizationScore’ based on the methods of Liker et al.
(2008). Briefly, the software downloads a satellite image of
a 1 km2 area around a given geographical coordinate. It
then scores the proportion of vegetation, buildings, and paved
surfaces within each 100 m2 cell of the image. Next, these
scores are used to calculate the landscape-cover variables. The
variables are then combined using principal component analysis
to generate an “urbanization score” for each study site. Finally,
the sites are then ranked along a relative urban to rural gradient
according to their score such that lower values are less urbanized
(Czúni et al., 2012; Seress et al., 2014; Lipovits et al., 2015). The
software indicated a difference in the degree of urbanization
between the sites that supports our qualitative impressions (i.e.,
a lower score for our rural site). The satellite images used to
calculate the index and the resulting PCA scores are available
as Supplementary Figures 1, 2.
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Field sampling

We monitored approximately 40 nest boxes mounted on
posts at each site every few days until hatching during the
2020 and 2021 breeding seasons (March to June). When
nestlings were between 4 and 16 days old (mean age at
capture ± SE = 9.0 ± 0.6 days), we trapped both parents to
collect a blood sample for hormone analyses (average time
between the capture of mother and father ± SE = 2.7 ± 1.0 days).
To catch the parents, we set up a Van Ert trap at the nest box
entrance and waited for the parent to return and spring the trap
by entering the nest box. We monitored nest boxes closely to
rapidly remove the parent from the nest box upon capture. We
collected a baseline blood sample in under 3 min of disturbance
(mean ± SE = 157 ± 5.3 s), weighed birds with a Pesola scale,
and measured their tarsus length. Body condition scores were
calculated as the residuals of a linear regression between tarsus
length and body mass, where higher values indicate better body
condition (Ardia, 2005). Once sampling was complete, we fit
each individual with a uniquely numbered USGS aluminum
band. When the chicks reached 16–17 days old, they were also
fitted with a permanent USGS aluminum band, and we collected
a blood sample from the nestlings for molecular sexing. We
continued to monitor the nests after sampling until all offspring
had fledged; fledging can be differentiated from predation via
disturbance to the nest caused by most predators.

All blood samples were collected by puncturing the
brachial vein using a 25G needle. Whole blood was collected
in heparinized capillary tubes and then transferred to a
1.5 ml Eppendorf microcentrifuge tube. A small amount of
whole blood was transferred to a WhatmanTM FTATM card
(Cytiva, Marlborough, MA, United States) and stored at room
temperature for later genetic analyses. The remaining whole
blood was centrifuged for 5 min, and the plasma was kept and
transported on ice until it could be stored at –80◦C.

Hormone assay

We measured baseline CORT concentration using a
commercially available enzyme immunoassay (EIA) kit
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Arbor Assays
DetectX Corticosterone Kit). This protocol was validated for
our samples, where serial dilutions (1:25, 1:50, 1:100, and 1:200)
of pooled plasma yielded similar hormone concentrations
(mean 4.3% difference in CORT across dilutions). We selected
a 1:25 dilution to ensure that baseline samples with low
corticosterone concentrations still fell within the range of the
standard curve. Briefly, plasma samples were thawed before
combining 10 µl of plasma and 10 µl of dissociation reagent
and incubating at room temperature for 5 min. Then we diluted
the samples 1:25 in assay buffer. We included a standard curve
(78.125–10,000 pg ml−1) and two blank controls on each plate.

Next, 50 µl of each sample and standard were added to the wells
of the plate. Then 25 µl of Conjugate and 25 µl of Antibody
solution were added to every well. The plate was incubated
at room temperature for 1 h while being shaken at 500 RPM.
Next, each plate was washed, 100 µl of TMB substrate was
added to all wells, then the plates were incubated for another
30 min at room temperature. Finally, 50 µl of stop solution
was added to all wells, and the absorbance was analyzed at
450 nm with a plate reader (BioTek ELX808). Circulating CORT
concentrations were calculated from the absorbance relative to
the standard curve and expressed in ng ml−1. We ran samples
in duplicate and within six months of collection. The intra-assay
coefficient of variation (from duplicate samples) was 4.56%, and
the inter-assay coefficient of variation (from a pooled sample
with an aliquot run on every plate) was 10.3%.

Molecular sexing

To determine the sex of the fledged nestlings, we took a
1.2 mm punch from each FTA card. DNA was extracted from
the punches using the DNEasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany) following a slightly modified protocol (Joint
Experimental Molecular Unit, 2013). Briefly, the punch was
placed in 180 µl of Buffer ATL and then incubated for 10 min
at 94◦C. Then 20 µl of proteinase K was added, and the solution
was incubated for 1 h at 56◦C. The remaining steps were
completed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Extracted
DNA was stored at –20◦C until ready for analysis using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Primers used for PCR were
P2/P8, which target the CHD gene (and its homolog) located
on Z and W sex chromosomes and are widely used for genetic
assays of sex in birds (Griffiths et al., 1998). PCR was carried
out in a total volume of 25 µl using the KAPA HiFi HotStart
PCR kit (KAPA Biosystems, Cape Town, South Africa). The
thermal cycle profile for the PCR was initial denaturation at
95◦C for 3 min, then 35 cycles of 98◦C for 20 s, 61◦C for
15 s, and 72◦C for 15 s, followed by a final extension at 72◦C
for 5 min. PCR products were separated by electrophoresis for
60–75 min at 75 V in a 2% agarose gel stained with Midori
Green Direct DNA stain. Because these birds have a Z/W
chromosomal sex determination, two bands indicate a female,
and one indicates a male.

Statistical analyses

During the study, we monitored 36 nests that fledged their
young and for which we could calculate the secondary sex ratio
of surviving nestlings (rural n = 32, urban n = 4; 2020 n = 13,
2021 n = 23). For each nest, we calculated the proportion of the
fledged offspring that were daughters (proportion of daughters),
such that a nest that fledged only daughters had a value of 1
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and a nest of only sons had a value of 0. Nests that fledged no
offspring due to predation, abandonment, or other factors were
excluded from the dataset. Reproductive success (mean ± SE)
at our rural site was 0.78 ± 0.04, and at our urban site was
1.0 ± 0.0, calculated as the likelihood of fledging at least one of
the hatchlings in the nest (Two sample Z-test, z = 1.36, p = 0.17).
The success of a nesting attempt (any nest with at least one egg
laid would be an attempt) is lower, however, as nesting failure
can also happen during the egg phase. If we include all nesting
attempts observed, we found that the rural nest survival rate
(mean ± SE) from egg to fledging was 0.54 ± 0.06, which was
significantly higher than the survival rate for the urban site,
which was 0.33 ± 0.17 (Two sample Z-test, z = 5.04, p = 0.03).
Our study only considered fledged offspring, those that left the
nest alive after day 17, as they are the most ecologically relevant
and represent the parents’ fitness through possible contributions
to future generations. We are not able to present any data on sex
specific-mortality or the primary sex ratio as starling parents are
very efficient at removing unhatched eggs and deceased nestlings
from their nests. As a result, even by checking nests daily, we
cannot determine the sex of every embryo or chick and cannot
accurately determine the primary or laying sex ratio.

First, we used a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM)
with a binomial error structure and logit link function to
determine if the site impacts the proportion of daughters. The
response variable was the proportion of fledglings that were
daughters, and the fixed effects were site, the number of fledged
offspring, and the nesting attempt number (as starlings can raise
two broods in 1 year, and parental quality is related to nesting
attempt; Verboven and Verhulst, 1996; Hoffmann et al., 2015).
We also included a random intercept for nest ID composed
of the year and nest box number to account for the non-
independence of multiple breeding attempts by the same pair
as starlings typically renest in the same box within a season.
However, it is important to note that parental identity did not
significantly affect our other analyses, so any uncertainty about
parentage most likely did not affect model outcomes. To test for
population-level deviation from the expected 1:1 ratio, we used
a binomial test as well as estimated marginal means using the R
package emmeans version 1.7.4-1 (Lenth, 2022). All models used
the total number of fledged offspring for the weight parameter.

Second, we used additional GLMMs with a binomial error
structure, logit link function, and random intercept to determine
if maternal or paternal CORT or body condition influenced the
proportion of daughters. These analyses were completed with
data from 2021 only (maternal n = 22; paternal n = 13) as we
were not able to capture adults in 2020 due to COVID-19 field
restrictions. We built two separate models—one for mothers
and one for fathers—with the same fixed and random effects:
fixed effects included the parental baseline CORT, parental
body condition, site, and the number of fledged offspring.
Individual ID was included as a random effect to account for
multiple attempts by the same adult. Neither baseline CORT

concentration nor body condition score were correlated with
capture date or time (Spearman’s rank correlations, p > 0.05 in
all tests); thus, these were not included in our models.

Finally, to determine the relationship between the similarity
of parental CORT and body condition on secondary sex
ratios, we used a generalized linear model (GLM) with a
binomial error structure and logit link. Given that similarity
is a relatively novel measure and we are unsure how variation
in this index may influence reproductive success, we calculated
similarity for breeding pairs in two ways. First, we calculated
a continuous similarity index for CORT concentration and
body condition as the absolute value of the difference between
the maternal and paternal values based on the analysis used
by Ouyang et al. (2014). Lower similarity index values indicate
more similar parents regardless of whether the mother or father
was in better body condition. In addition to this continuous
similarity index, we also calculated a simplified similarity
index by classifying each pair as having high similarity or low
similarity in relation to mean similarity in our study (mean ± SE
similarity in CORT = 5.96 ± 2.05, high CORT similarity n = 9,
low CORT similarity n = 4; mean ± SE similarity in body
condition = 7.57 ± 1.60, high body condition similarity n = 8,
low body condition similarity n = 5)—for this simplified index,
the values below the mean were classified as high similarity
and vice versa. This analysis is founded on the idea that the
relationship between similarity and offspring sex ratios may not
be continuous. There may be some threshold level of similarity
or matching required for parents to maintain a sufficient level of
parental care. Parents may not experience offspring mortality—
and thus biased sex ratios—until they pass this threshold and
become too dissimilar. Using the mean to create our categories
allows us to identify the most dissimilar parents relative to the
rest of the sample. Finally, this comparative analysis provides
additional insight since we do not have a reference or scale on
which to measure what high or low similarity truly is from the
organism’s perspective.

We used two GLMs—one for each version of the similarity
indexes described—to explore whether parental similarity
shaped secondary sex ratios. The fixed effects in this model
were the similarity of baseline CORT, the similarity of body
condition, site, and the number of offspring fledged. We note
that in the similarity analyses, there were two instances where
one parent fledged two broods and thus was repeatedly included
in the dataset. Because our sample size was too small to fit this
model with a random effect of parent ID with only two instances
of repeated samples, we did not include a random effect in
the GLM. However, we note that the parent renested with a
different individual both times. Our analyses’ qualitative results
and conclusions remained unchanged when we systematically
excluded one repeated observation from the model. Thus, we
do not believe that pseudo-replication is an issue biasing our
results. All data analysis was completed in the R environment
version 4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2021), and the mixed-effects models
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were created using the package lme4 version 1.1.27.1 (Bates
et al., 2015). Model fit was checked using the package DHARMa
version 0.4.5 (Hartig, 2022), and no issues were detected based
on the diagnostic plots.

Results

We compared mean nestling body mass within each site and
found that, as expected, males do tend to be larger than females
at our urban site (mean ± SE for urban males = 75.27 ± 1.62 g,
urban females = 62.29 ± 3.10 g. T-test comparing urban
male and female mass; t10.27 = –3.71, p < 0.01). Interestingly,
while males also tended to weigh more than females at the
rural site, we did not find a significant difference in body
mass between the sexes (rural males = 73.13 ± 1.17 g, rural
females = 70.53 ± 0.99 g. T-test comparing rural male and
female mass; t86.48 = –1.70, p = 0.09).

When comparing the proportion of fledged offspring that
are daughters between the urban and rural sites, we found
no significant effect of site on the secondary sex ratio of
starling broods (Figure 1 and Table 1). Additionally, the
population level sex ratio did not differ from 1:1 at either
site (Exact binomial test; rural proportion of daughters = 0.56,
p = 0.27; urban proportion of daughters = 0.57, p = 0.79)
and the confidence intervals of the estimated marginal means
overlapped with 0.5 (rural EMM ± SE = 0.53 ± 0.06, p = 0.61;
urban EMM ± SE = 0.52 ± 0.15, p = 0.89). Nestling sex ratios did
not differ between first and second broods or with the number
of fledged offspring (Table 1).

TABLE 1 Model estimates for the relationship between the proportion
of daughters and site.

Fixed effects Estimate ± SE Z-value P-value

Intercept 0.87 ± 0.94 0.924 0.36

Site (Urban) –0.05 ± 0.59 –0.08 0.94

Number Fledged –0.03 ± 0.20 –0.14 0.89

Brood Attempt Number –0.44 ± 0.49 –0.88 0.38

Random effects Variance Standard deviation
Nest ID and Year (intercept) 0.00 0.0

In our second and third models, neither maternal nor
paternal CORT concentration or body condition significantly
influenced the secondary sex ratio (Figure 2 and Table 2). We
also found that the site and the number of young fledged did
not significantly affect secondary sex ratios for either parent
(Table 2). Finally, individual parental CORT concentrations
were not correlated with body condition scores.

Our final models investigated the influence of parental
similarity on secondary sex ratios. The continuous index of
parental CORT concentration similarity was not a predictor of
the secondary sex ratios (Figure 3A and Table 3). However,
when looking at our analysis with the simplified similarity
index—whether each breeding pair had below or above average
similarity—we found that parents with lower than average
CORT similarity scores fledged a higher proportion of daughters
(Figure 4A and Table 4). The similarity of parental body
condition did not significantly influence brood sex ratio in either
model (Figures 3B, 4B and Tables 3, 4). Finally, the site and the

FIGURE 1

No difference in the proportion of daughters at the urban and rural sites. Mid-line represents the median, boxes are the first and third quartiles,
whiskers show minimum and maximum values, and closed circles are outliers.
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FIGURE 2

We found no relationship between parental condition and the proportion of daughters. Maternal baseline CORT concentration (A), maternal
body condition (B), paternal baseline CORT (C), and paternal body condition (D) were all unrelated to the proportion of daughters. Gray areas
around the line represent the 95% confidence interval.

TABLE 2 Model estimates for the relationship between the proportion of daughters, maternal baseline CORT concentrations and body condition,
and paternal baseline CORT concentrations and body condition.

Maternal model Paternal model

Fixed effects Estimate ± SE Z-value P-value Estimate ± SE Z-value P-value

Intercept –0.32 ± 0.98 –0.33 0.74 –0.60 ± 1.40 –0.43 0.66

Baseline CORT 0.01 ± 0.03 0.452 0.65 –0.09 ± 0.11 –0.84 0.40

Body Condition 0.03 ± 0.08 0.41 0.67 –0.08 ± 0.06 –1.27 0.21

Site (Urban) –0.20 ± 1.4 –0.14 0.89 –0.39 ± 1.17 –0.33 0.74

Number Fledged 0.16 ± 0.27 0.57 0.57 0.67 ± 0.46 1.46 0.15

Random effects Variance Standard deviation Variance Standard deviation
Individual ID (Intercept) 0 0 0 0

Data are from 2021 only (note that n = 1 nest at the urban site in this year).

number of fledged offspring from the nest did not influence the
proportion of daughters in these models (Tables 3, 4).

Discussion

Our study did not find an effect of site or parental body
condition or CORT on secondary sex ratios in starlings. Instead,
we found partial support that the similarity of parental CORT
levels (but not body condition) may increase the likelihood
of successfully fledging sons, which may be the more costly
sex and provide greater possible future fitness. These findings
suggest that while parental condition alone was not related

to secondary sex ratios, at least one measure of parental
similarity may be related to secondary offspring sex ratios
for this urban-adapted species. This finding is consistent with
prior research examining the effect of parental similarity on
reproductive success (Ouyang et al., 2014). This previous study
on great tits showed that pairs with more similar baseline
CORT stayed together for more seasons and had elevated
reproductive success. One possible explanation for their result
is that similarity in CORT represents similarity in investment
or parental effort (Ouyang et al., 2014). Our study also supports
this idea, as more similar pairs could fledge more of the more
costly sex. If both parents invest equally in their offspring, their
feeding efforts may be better coordinated. Previous research
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FIGURE 3

The similarity in parental baseline CORT concentrations (A) and the similarity of parental body condition (B) was not related to the sex ratio of
the brood. Gray areas around the line represent the 95% confidence interval.

has shown that synchronicity in provisioning increases the total
provisioning rate (Bebbington and Hatchwell, 2016), which
could reduce the chance of insufficient provisioning, resulting
in less sex-specific mortality or additional overall resources for
the more costly sex. In addition, higher levels of coordination
and more optimally timed feeding trips were related to increased
reproductive success (Bebbington and Hatchwell, 2016). An
alternative possibility is that parents respond to (and invest in
their young according to) each other’s condition.

It is important to note that, while this relationship exists,
we only see a significant effect of similarity in CORT when
grouping pairs by above and below the mean similarity in our
study. This categorical analysis uses the mean similarity as a
threshold to rank pairs’ similarity (high CORT similarity n = 9,
low CORT similarity n = 4). The continuous index provides a
more complete picture of how sex ratio changes with similarity.
Though the continuous and categorical similarity index showed
similar qualitative patterns (parents with more similar CORT
produced more sons), the continuous CORT similarity index
was not significantly related to secondary sex ratios. This
discrepancy may result from our small overall sample size,

TABLE 3 Model estimates of the influence of similarity of maternal
and paternal baseline CORT concentrations and body condition on
the proportion of daughters for the continuous index.

Fixed effects Estimate ± SE Z-value P-value

Intercept –0.48 ± 1.53 –0.31 0.76

Site (Urban) 0.33 ± 1.33 0.25 0.80

Baseline CORT Similarity 0.09 ± 0.06 1.44 0.15

Body Condition Similarity –0.09 ± 0.08 –1.24 0.22

Number Fledged 0.34 ± 0.39 0.87 0.38

Similarity is calculated as the absolute value of the difference between the maternal
and paternal values. Data are from 2021 only (note that n = 1 nest at the urban
site in this year).

which may have limited our power to detect a relationship.
Alternatively, the relationship we detected using the discretized
index may be an artifact of our small sample size. Thus, the
result from the categorical model can be considered preliminary.
However, we still suggest that a key dissimilarity threshold may
be required before offspring mortality occurs and secondary
sex ratios are affected. Parents with intermediate similarity may
show offspring with reduced condition, but without selective
brood reduction, this may not affect secondary sex ratios. To
date, few other studies have explored how parental similarity in
CORT shapes their reproductive success—more work is needed
across other study systems and with larger sample sizes to
understand whether this pattern is common across taxa.

We were surprised to find no difference in brood sex ratios
between sites, as we expected urban starlings to face more
frequent disturbances than their rural counterparts, which could
thus impact parental body condition or CORT. One possibility
is that our small sample of urban nests hinders our ability to
detect a difference in secondary sex ratios between an urban and
rural site. As a result, more work with large sample sizes would
be needed to draw conclusions on the impact of urbanization in
shaping sex ratios. As urban adapters, starlings may be coping
well with the challenges presented in urban areas so that a
shift in the secondary sex ratio is not required to preserve
maternal condition. This is supported by a post hoc analysis that
found that adult body condition (rural: 0.44 ± 0.80; urban: –
6.29 ± 4.82; t2.11 = 1.38, p = 0.3), CORT concentrations (rural:
14.91 ± 1.18; urban: 15.24 ± 2.11; t3.42 = –0.14, p = 0.9),
and the total number of fledged offspring (rural: 3.06 ± 0.21;
urban 3.5 ± 0.5; Wilcoxon signed-rank p = 0.42) did not
differ between the sites (all values are reported as mean ± SE).
Interestingly, we also found that the population-level variation
does not differ from the equal allocation ratio of 1:1 predicted
by Fisher (1930) at either site. Individual starlings in our study
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FIGURE 4

Pairs with below-average baseline CORT similarity fledged a significantly higher proportion of daughters than pairs with above-average
similarity (A), while high or low similarity in body condition did not affect secondary sex ratios (B). Mid-line represents the median, boxes are the
first and third quartiles, whiskers show minimum and maximum values, and closed circles are outliers.

may show female-biased broods, but at the site level, there was
no bias. If parental condition is similar between sites, this lack of
population-level bias agrees with the Trivers–Willard hypothesis
prediction that individual variations in sex ratio will cancel out
(Trivers and Willard, 1973). However, it is difficult to draw
definitive conclusions about sex ratio biases at our sites without
additional data.

Our findings are consistent with earlier work that showed
no influence of environmental variables on sex ratios in this
species (Bradbury et al., 1997). While comparing sex ratios
across individuals did not reveal the pattern we expected,
examining within-individual variation in brood sex ratio at
each site may reveal a different relationship. Oddie and Reim
(2002) did not find a relationship between brood sex ratios and
several environmental characteristics when comparing between
mothers, but they did find biases when examining sex ratios
of the same female across years. It is possible that the Trivers–
Willard Hypothesis could still apply in this context but that the
conditions in our urban site were not taxing enough so that the

TABLE 4 Model estimates of the influence of similarity of maternal
and paternal baseline CORT concentrations and body condition on
the proportion of daughters for the categorical index.

Fixed effects Estimate ± SE Z-value P-value

Intercept –1.41 ± 1.41 –1.00 0.32

Site (Urban) 0.38 ± 1.24 0.31 0.76

Baseline CORT Similarity (Low) 1.94 ± 0.98 1.98 0.05

Body Condition Similarity (Low) –1.10 ± 0.84 –1.31 0.19

Number Fledged 0.53 ± 0.40 1.35 0.18

The similarity is calculated as above or below the mean value. Data are from 2021 only
(note that n = 1 nest at the urban site in this year). Bold text indicates a significant p-value.

effect on parental body condition was small during our study
and or that the biases varied across years in such a way that
it was not detected. While there was a quantitative difference
in the urbanization level of our two study sites, our urban
site was only moderately developed when compared with the
conditions experienced in larger cities that starlings are known
to inhabit. Expanding this work across a broader gradient of
environmental conditions could yield more insight into the role
of anthropogenic environments in shaping secondary sex ratios
and allow us to draw more robust conclusions.

Another finding of our study that contradicted our original
prediction was that there was no significant effect of individual
parental condition—either CORT or body condition—on the
sex ratio of the brood. Some observational studies have also
found no impact of maternal CORT on offspring sex ratio
(Riechert et al., 2013; Henderson et al., 2014), but we know
little about whether paternal CORT may act similarly to
maternal CORT in adaptive sex allocation. One possibility is that
there may be confounding factors obscuring the relationship
between CORT and secondary sex ratios. For example, age and
breeding experience, which we could not account for in our
study, correlate with CORT concentrations and how individuals
respond to stressors (Heidinger et al., 2006; Angelier et al.,
2007). There may also be another hormonal mechanism that
would be a better predictor of investment when examined
in concert with CORT concentrations. For example, prolactin
is a candidate hormone that could shape sex ratios due to
its role in stimulating parental care behaviors and how it
interacts with CORT (Angelier and Chastel, 2009). Finally,
the CORT concentrations we measured may not fully capture
the glucocorticoid phenotype of an individual. Accounting for
within-individual plasticity in hormones could provide a more
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complete and accurate understanding of when parents are truly
stressed and must change their behavior to conserve resources
(Guindre-Parker, 2020).

Like our findings with CORT, parental body condition also
showed no relationship with the sex ratio of fledged offspring.
The lack of relationship between maternal body condition and
sex ratio is surprising based on previous studies. It is possible
that we were unable to detect a relationship between body
condition and secondary sex ratios due to our sample size
or because we did not sample animals under harsh enough
environmental conditions. Our findings align with previous
work that found only moderate bias with change in condition
in Gouldian finches (Erythrura gouldiae) (Pryke et al., 2011).
It is also possible that variation in body condition needs to be
more drastic to induce a change in the fledging sex ratio. For
example, Henderson et al. (2014) only found a significant change
in the sex ratio of blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) in the year
when mothers were in superior body condition. Perhaps in our
study, mothers were in similar body condition to other years
and did not bias their sex ratio. Longer-term research may be
necessary to uncover the environmental or individual context
when parental body condition does shape altered secondary sex
ratios. One limitation of our study is that the body condition
index uses only morphological metrics, even though individual
condition is more complex than size and weight alone. Future
work should include alternative measures of body condition,
such as immunity or a scaled mass index.

While maternal and paternal body condition did not
correlate with their investment in one sex over the other, we
did find partial support for the possibility that the similarity of
parental CORT may increase the parents’ ability to fledge the
more costly sex. It is interesting that individual measures do
not influence the brood sex ratio, but pair-based measures—
such as similarity—might. The contrast in these findings raises
questions about how parental investment changes with body
condition for the sexes and how these sex-based differences in
reproductive investment may shape pair similarity in starlings.
While socially monogamous, European starlings do have extra-
pair paternity at low rates (Smith and Von Schantz, 1993),
and males, as in many species, show higher variance in
reproductive success. Therefore, mothers may experience more
pressure to maintain their investment and fledge a balanced
ratio, regardless of their condition, whereas fathers may vary
their investment in offspring care while still gaining fitness.
This conclusion aligns with the findings that mothers behave
as if they are committed to a certain amount or quality of
parental care at the outset of breeding regardless of several
environmental and individual variables (Fowler and Williams,
2015). In contrast, it is quicker and easier for males to produce a
new brood than females, and this difference in initial investment
in reproduction means that when they are in worse condition,
they can provide less support to their mate without risking their
entire investment for the season. Future work could explore

how parental similarity in CORT shapes investment in parental
care as a behavioral mechanism linking CORT similarity and
sex ratios. For example, Oddie and Reim (2002) found that if
the same female mated with a male in better condition in the
next breeding season, their brood would be male-biased, and the
inverse was also true. Perhaps a similar effect is occurring within
our populations.

In conclusion, our research investigated the influence of
parental CORT and parental body condition on secondary
sex ratios in an urban-adapted species. The secondary sex
ratio did not differ between the urban and rural site in
our study, but our sample sizes were small. Future work
with larger sample sizes should explore secondary brood sex
ratios across an expanded gradient of urban and rural sites
as many species—including starlings—breed in more urban
areas than our urban study site. We also found that maternal
and paternal body condition and CORT were not predictors
of the sex ratio of fledged offspring but that pairs may
be more successful at raising more costly sons when they
show more similar baseline CORT. Our results suggest that
for biparental species, the similarity of parental condition
may be more important than the individual condition of
either parent in shaping their reproductive investment and
fitness. However, future work on parental similarity will
be needed as very few studies have explored the role of
similarity in shaping reproductive success and our findings
can be considered preliminary. One exciting avenue for future
research would be to explore whether parents are more likely
to be similar—and thus more successful at raising more
costly young—under some environmental conditions but not
others. Finally, future secondary sex ratio research should
expand upon our work to explore how urban-adapted and
urban-avoiding species may respond to anthropogenic change
differently. One possibility raised by our study is that urban-
adapted species like the European starling can cope with
urbanization relatively well and thus may not adjust sex ratios as
urbanization increases. However, it remains less clear whether
urban-avoiding species would show negative responses to our
increasingly urbanized world.
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